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SYNCHRONOUS POWER SUPPLY FOR
25KV 50HZ ELECTRIC TRACTION

Dinesh K Bansal
Ex CEE/ Southern Railways
bansaldinesh@hotmail.com

lkjka'k % fo|qr jsy okguksa gsrq flaxy Qst vksojgsM VªkWyh ok;jksa dks izR;sd ipkl fdyksehVj ij vyx Qst+ dEchus'ku dks VSi
djds rhu Qst 220 dsoh@132 dsoh fxzM usVodZ ls fo|qr ikWoj QhM dh tkrh gSA lehiLFk QhfMax IokbaVksa ¼d'kZ.k lc LVs'ku½
ls flaxy Qst lIykbZ dks fdlh uks lIykbZ tksu ls vkblksysV fd;k tkrk gS] ftls ikWoj Mªk fd;s fcuk gh fo|qr okgu }kjk
usxksf'k,V fd;k tkrk gSA bls **Qst+ czsd* vFkok U;wVªy lsD'ku* ds uke ls Hkh tkuk tkrk gSA iw.kZr% uks LkIykbZ tksuksa dh
vko';drk dks lekIr djrs gq, rhu Qst fxzM lIykbZ dks flaØksukbt dh xbZ flaxy Qst+ 25 fdoks esa ifjofrZr djus ds mijkar
lHkh IokbaVksa esa flaØksukbt dh xbZ ikWoj QhM djus dk izLrko gSA ,d Mk;jsDV djsUV fyad ds ek/;e ls rhu ls flaxy Qst+
dUoVZj fxzM ij gkeksZfud Ýh] cSysaLM] ;wfuVh ikWoj QSDVj yksM lqfuf'pr djsxkA fo|qr okguksa dks Vªkyh ok;j ds nksuksa fdukjksa
ls flaØksukbTM oksYVst QhM fd;s tk;saxsA blls Vªkyh ok;jksa dh yksM ogu {kerk nksxquh gks tk;sxh vkSj u;s QhfMax IokbaV
cukus dh vko';drk Hkh ugha jgsxhA d'kZ.k lc LVs'kuksa esa fLFkr vkbZthchVh dUoVZjksa ls ySfxax vFkok yhfMax fj,fDVo ikWoj
bUtsDV djus ds fodYi lfgr LekVZ fxzM fLFkjrk dks lq/kkjk tk ldrk gSA fjtujsV dh gqbZ ikWoj ds czsd&Ýh iqu% iz;ksx djds
izfr 100 fdeh- ij 42 djksM+ vkbZ,uvkj ¼7 fefy;u Mkyj½ dh vfrfjDr ÅtkZ cpr gks ldrh gSA
Abstract : Electric power is fed to single phase overhead trolley wires for electric rail vehicles from three phase
220kV/132kV grid network, tapping a different phase combination every ﬁfty Km. The single-phase supply from
adjacent feeding points (TSS) is isolated by a No Supply zone (NS), which is negotiated by the electric vehicle
without drawing power. It is also known as “phase break” or “neutral section”. It is proposed to feed synchronized
power at all points, after converting three phase grid supply to synchronized single phase 25kV, eliminating the
need for no supply zones completely. Three to single phase converter through a direct current link would ensure
harmonic free, balanced, unity power factor load on the grid. The electric vehicles would be fed synchronized
Voltage from both ends of the trolley wire. It would double the load carrying capacity of the trolley wires and
eliminate the need to build new feeding points. Smart grid stability could be improved with the option to inject either
lagging or leading reactive power from IGBT converters, located at the TSS. Additional energy savings could be 42
Crore INR ($7million) per 100km, by break-free reuse of regenerated power.
Keywords : Synchronous break-free electric-traction supply

1.0

equally [1]. The Voltage between adjacent feeding
points differs in phase by 120 degrees and needs
to be kept isolated from each other. Initially no
neutral section was provided at TSS and the train
driver was instructed to switch off power and lower
the pantograph, in case of extended feed
condition. It resulted in melting down of wires, in
case the pantograph failed to lower and bridged
the two phases. The phase isolation (NS) is now
provided at the feeding point (TSS) and mid-way
between the two feeding points, usually located
50Km apart, as shown in Fig 1.

Introduction

Indian Railways electric vehicles are fed
single phase 25kV 50Hz power through a
pantograph, mounted on its roof. The current
distor tion and lagging power factor are
compensated at the feeding point, by a passive
inductance capacitance series ﬁlter, tuned for
150Hz third harmonic, shunt connected between
the trolley wire and earthed rails.
Power is drawn from grid, tapping a pair of
wires and stepped down from 220/132/66kV to
25kV in a single-phase transformer. A different pair
out of three wires is tapped at adjacent feeding
points, to balance the load on three phases

The electric vehicle driver is required to cut
off power supply and coast through the isolation,
1
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Fig 1: 25kV Single-phase Supply from three phase grid

every 25km, before resuming normal power. There
could be 40-50 such interruptions in a daily run of
1000km of the vehicle. The switching transients
caused by such interruptions, make the vehicles
vulnerable to failures. The power supply for
heating and air-conditioning to the rail vehicles
may also get interrupted at such phase isolations,
causing inconvenience to passengers and stress
to conver ter equipment by such frequent
switching. These power supply break points need
to be eliminated. [2]
2.0

Fig 2: Full load Loco Voltage & Current Waveforms

from 8% at light load to a maximum of 16% with
one locomotive and 10% with the full load, as
shown in Fig 3. This is caused by a passive
inductance capacitance series ﬁlter of 2 MVAr to
3.5 MVAr capacity, connected between 25kV
feeder wire and earth return. It would be desirable
to maintain near unity power factor irrespective of
loading, to reduce the maximum power demand.
The Voltage distortion is limited to less than 1% at
TSS, under all load conditions. This is well below
the 5% limit prescribed by Central Electricity
Authority for 33-132kV grid supply.

Load Characteristics

The majority electric vehicles on Indian
Railways have an on-load tap changer, feeding an
autotransformer and a stepdown transformer, to
supply two silicon rectiﬁer bridges, which drive
direct current traction motors through smoothing
reactors. The current drawn by these vehicles at
25kV from trolley wires is distorted due to
nonlinear rectiﬁer load and it is returned to the
feeding point through the earthed rails. The Total
Harmonics Distortion (ITHD) of the current drawn
by an electric vehicle have been simulated, using
Indian Railways 4000kW WAG7 locomotive as a
model. Its current distortion at full load may be
around 21% and it may lag the Voltage by 42
degrees. The locomotive Voltage (peak) and
Current (peak) waveforms shown are shown in red
and green traces respectively in Fig 2, after
PSPICE simulation.

Electric vehicles move from one feeding
zone to the other, during the journey, and therefore

The power factor and current distortion at
the TSS could also vary, depending on load drawn
by the electric vehicle, from 0.5 lead on light run to
0.7 lag on full load of ﬁve locomotives, while the
Total Harmonic Distortion of current could vary

Fig 3: Feed Current waveforms with load increase
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the loading of feeding points varies with the time of
the day and location. For example, the loading on a
feeding point in a metropolitan city would peak in
the evening and morning during peak of suburban
and intercity trains operation. The unbalance in
currents drawn from the three phases of the grid
could be 50% at individual TSS; the unbalance on
the load on the grid could be 20-30%, when
integrated over all TSS fed from it. The recording of
loading on a newly commissioned TSS in Fig 4
indicates that the maximum demand for apparent
power (kVA) may be 20% higher than the real
power (kW), when integrated over a 15 minutes
cycle. The unbalance in current and reactive
power drawn at TSS should be as low as possible.

was registered as zero. The system has changed
with modern electronic meters and many power
supply authorities impose a penalty for leading
power too. The power factor is leading on no load,
but unavoidable, due to tuned LC ﬁlter capacitance.
Dynamic Power Factor Compensators (DPFC) are
expensive. It would be desirable to draw energy with
lowest maximum demand peak and near unity
power factor, to reduce energy bill.
4.0

The impedance of transformer at feeding
point is usually 14-16%, to limit the short circuit
earth fault current in trolley wire. A double line
section of 25kV overhead trolley wires has an
impedance of 0.24 Ohm per Km with 70 degrees
lagging phase angle; it is almost double of this
value for sections with booster transformers and
return conductor. The impedance of the feeding
circuit of trolley wire increases, as the electric
vehicle moves away from the feeding point. The
Voltage drop in the leakage impedance of the main
transformer and the trolley wires increases with
additional electric vehicles in the feed zone. The
trolley wire Voltage, below 19kV may result in
abnormal operation. The load current carried by
trolley wires is limited to 600A, by the considerations
of its temperature rise which results in increased
sag of contact wire. This limits the normal feeding
zone to typically 25-30km on either side of the
feeding point. The feed can be extended, by
bridging the neutral section, to the next feeding
point, under abnormal operating conditions,
limiting 19kV Voltage at the feed endpoint. Voltage
drop and current could be reduced to half if power
is fed to the trolley wire from both ends, in phase. It
would be desirable to regulate the TSS supply
Voltage to 25kV under normal load conditions.

Fig 4: TSS MD Apparent & Real Power

3.0

Voltage Drop

Grid Tariff

The energy consumed by the electric
railways, is charged at a higher rate due to
unbalance of current between three phases and a
penalty is levied for power factor below 0.95. The
maximum demand for apparent power is also
charged, in addition to the charges for energy
consumed. The power factor of supply is usually
integrated over a month while the maximum
demand is integrated over a 15minute cycle.
These provisions vary from one grid power supply
authority to the other. The conventional limit for
power factor penalty used to be 0.85 lag and for
every 0.01 point below it, an additional surcharge
of 1% of the energy charges was added. There
was no penalty for a leading power factor, as the
power factor was calculated as the ratio kWh/kVAh
over the monthly billing cycle, while leading kVAr

5.0

Break-Free Supply Speeds Up

The electric vehicles need to cross the
neutral sections with the overhead supply circuit
breakers switched off, to prevent heavy ﬂash and
possible damage to trolley wire. The train driver is
given a warning about an approaching neutral
section, 500m is advance, to start reducing the
3
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power. It is followed by another warning at 250m to
coast with only auxiliary power switched on and
ready to switch off power as neutral section is
approached. The power is resumed in reverse
sequence, after the phase break, by starting the
auxiliaries, stepping up the traction power and
resuming normal driving. These operations divert
the driver's attention and cause slowing down of
the trains, effecting the throughput of railway
system.
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three phase grid network. The active and reactive
loads are shared between the generating stations
connected to the grid, in proportions of the
capacity, depending on ﬁeld excitation of
generators and impedance of interconnecting
circuits. The operation of paralleled 25kV TSS was
investigated further, as follows:
6.1

Reduced Voltage Drop

A model of two feeding points (TSS), located
50km apart, with 1 Locomotive load at TSS1 and 2
locos at TSS2 was made, to compare the
maximum Voltage drop between conventional and
synchronous supply systems. TSS2 was modeled
having failed and feed extended, across NS from
TSS1. PSPICE computer simulation indicated
660A current load on TSS1 and 6.5kV Voltage
drop at the failed TSS2. The same loads fed from
adjacent feeding points with synchronous power
supply system indicated load reduction to 400A
and Voltage drop to 4kV as shown in Fig 5. The
Voltage drop could reduce further with lower
leakage impedance, as the short circuit current is
limited to IGBT rating and usually equals rated
converter current, against 600% of rating for
conventional transformer TSS.

The operation of Electrical Multiple Units
(EMU) with 4-6 pantographs spread over a 250m
train length is even more tricky, while crossing
25kV supply breaks, as the suburban stations are
located barely 2km apart. This leaves limited
window to speed up before approaching a neutral
section. Mumbai Urban Transpor t Project
therefore had envisaged supply from the same
phase for a few adjacent feeding points. Delhi
Metro Rail Corporation have also resorted to
extend the feed from same phase to adjacent
feeding points, to avoid the problem of overhead
contact wire ﬂashes and failures. It has not helped,
as the Voltage difference across the neutral
section does not permit crossing it with power
switched on. The experience with short neutral
section on Northern Railway was not encouraging.
The Japanese solution of a moving neutral section
is very expensive, as parallel overhead wires need
to be strung for a few km at every neutral section.

6.2

Load Balancing

The break-free supply could eliminate the
coasting run without power and result in reduced
running time between the train stops. It could not
only increase commercial speed of the trains but
also permit running of more trains with existing
infrastructure.
6.0

Solution

Fig 5: RMS Load and Voltage drop comparison

The trolley wire carrying the current to
electric vehicles could be fed from both ends, if the
Voltages are in phase with each other at the two
feeding points. This is analogous to different power
generating stations, geographically located apart,
being connected in parallel, to feed the three
phase distributed loads on the 132/220/400kV

Electric vehicles on rails form a moving load
from one feeding point to the other. The loading on
individual feeding points varies from no load to
100% overload for a short time and the load factor
is low. The integrated load factor for feeds for
electric railway at different points of the grid could
4
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be 60-70% in a conventional system. The demand
on individual feeding points could be leveled by
load sharing between adjacent feeding points in
parallel. The regenerated power could also be
consumed more readily, within an interconnected
railway network. It has been simulated on
PSPICE, by constructing a ring main of six supply
points feeding seven electric vehicles. The
locomotives have been distributed over different
feed zones and TSS4 feeding point has been
modeled having failed. It is observed from the
model that regenerated 80A current by the
locomotive at feeding point 5 is consumed at 6 and
3, across the failed point 4. The current at TSS6
with two locomotives load (nominal 400A) is reduced
to 340A, while the current at TSS3 is reduced to 160A
for one locomotive, as shown in Fig 6. This sharing of
loads would not have been possible in a conventional
system with phase breaks (NS).

reached, accelerating at rated power till maximum
speed is reached and to reduce power to maintain
speed. The train starting resistance at stand still
may be 4kg per t which drops to 0.64 at 8kmph and
rises to 2.4 at 100kmph speed. Speed versus time
curve for a 6000t 12000kW train 20km run has
been calculated at Fig 7 below:

Fig 7: 20km run in 17minutes

The braking starts about 2km before the
stopping point and a potential to regenerate about
40% (500kWh units) of input energy exists for
each run. The potential could be even higher for
more frequently stopping trains and vice versa.
The energy input to train against time indicates
about 1374kWh energy input, of which about
643kWh is available as kinetic energy, when the
braking starts. There is a potential to reuse about
580kWh energy after providing for 10%
conversion loses. Power input to the train in kW
units is 13200 for 12000kW traction unit. It has
been plotted against run time in Fig 8 below:

Fig 6: RMS current loads at 6 paralleled TSS

The regenerative braking energy savings
are 13-15% on Indian Railways 5000t trains
hauled by 4500kW locomotives. It could be
increased to 27-35% with feed zone of 100km, for
the simulated operation model of 60 pairs of 6000t
freight trains hauled by 12000kW locomotives at
maximum 100kmph speed, stopping every 20km,
for 100km route. The net energy inﬂow, reduces by
27% for 4 trains and 35% for 20 trains, when
compared with a single train without regenerative
braking reuse. Annual electrical energy savings
could be 42 Crore INR ($7million) per year per
100km route, with parallel feed. The running of
freight trains follows the pattern of accelerating at
maximum tractive effort till the power rating point is

Fig 8: kW power input versus 17 minutes run

A 6000t train runnig at 100kmph speed
accumulates 643kWh units of energy, about 580
5
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could be potentially reused by regenerative
braking, converting the kinetic to electrical energy
in modern traction units. Energy input to the train
verus time has been calculated for the model run
of 20km as follows in Fig 9 below:

7.0
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What can be done?

Three phase 66/132/220kV electrical power
received from grid could be stepped down in star
and delta connected secondary windings of main
transformer feeding two, three phase bridges in
series to reduce harmonics. This could be followed
by a constant Voltage dc link and ﬁnally inversion
in series connected bridges to 25kV 50Hz ac. The
inverter ﬁring angle control could ensure desired
power factor and minimal distortion in power
supply from grid [3]. The technology has proved in
120MW 16.7Hz TSS on German Railways, 25Hz
ac supply on Amtrak system in Philadelphia and
25kV 50Hz system on Queensland Railways in
Australia [4][5]. A small project is also in progress
in Potteric Car, Network Rail, U.K.[6]
The 25kV supply from adjacent feed points
could be synchronized and paralleled, much like
the generating stations of conventional three
phase grid generating stations. The fault islanding
in break free 25kV system could be SCADA
computer controlled by operating the interrupters
at feeding post and fault isolation posts in
between.

Fig 9: kWh energy input versus time

The power output from the TSS would vary
as the power drawn by a train changes between
13200kW during acceleration to -10800kW during
braking. The trains fed from the TSS may start at
different times and therefore the sum of load would
change substantially. The operation of 20 trains
fed from the same source has been simulated on
computer in, with varied starting sequence to
study ﬁve different scenarios of power drawn from
the source have been plotted, during 20km run of
the trains. Energy input average reduces to
885kWh units per train, as most of the
regenerated energy is consumed by other trains in
the feed zone, as shown in Fig 10 below:

The earth fault current would get limited to
TSS rated current, reducing the step potential and
maximum rail Voltage, under fault condition.
8.0

How would it help?

The feed to trolley wire from two ends could
double its current carrying capacity and ensure
break free power to the trains. It could:

Fig 10: Twenty trains kW Power Input

6

a.

Eliminate train lighting and air conditioning
hotel load breaks at isolations.

b.

Enhance electric vehicle running performance.

c.

Minimize distractions to vehicle driver.

d.

Eliminate failures at phase isolations.

e.

May eliminate failures on metro and
suburban trains and enable increased
passenger carrying capacity on faster trains.

f.

Utility power would be drawn at unity power
factor with current free of harmonics and
balanced, reducing the energy bill.

g.

Additional energy savings could be 42 Crore
INR ($7million) per 100km, by reuse of
regenerated power.

Synchronous Power Supply for 25kv 50hz Electric Traction
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Chuanhong Zhao, Senior Engineer, ABB
Switzerland Ltd

Conclusion

Synchronous 25kV 50Hz break-free power
supply for electric vehicles could result in
improved carrying capacity and quality on
conventional systems. The traction energy
consumption could reduce by further 20%,
justifying the initial capital investment in the
technology. It may be considered as a possible
alternative for forthcoming 30,000km 25kV
electriﬁcation project on Indian Railways, by the
year 2022.

Cosmin Banceanu, MSc. Power System
Engineer, Control SW Engineer, ABB
Switzerland Ltd
Thomas Schaad, Senior Engineer, Product
Manager for Rail Conver ters, ABB
Switzerland Ltd
Philippe Maibach, Senior Pr incipal
Engineer, ABB Switzerland Ltd
Steve Aubert, Electrical Engineer, Product
Manager for Hydro Conver ters, ABB
Switzerland Ltd
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DATALOGGER: THE BLACK BOX OF TRAIN OPERATIONS
(A review of Dataloggers in Indian Railways)

R. K. Sharma (IRSSE)
DSTE/CORE
Rail Electriﬁcation Unit-Jaipur

lkjka'k % MkVk y‚xj Hkkjrh; jsyos dk ,d CySd c‚Dl gS vkSj flXuy vkSj nwjlapkj foHkkx }kjk vuqjf{kr ,d egRoiw.kZ midj.k
gSaA ;g nksuksa v‚uykbu vkSj VªSdlkbM fx;lZ dh ?kVukvksa vkSj ¼okLrfod le;½ flXuy] v‚Q+ykbu fjd‚MZ dks Vªsu lapkyu dh
vU; xfrfofèk;ka nsrk gS ,oa Lis] ikWbaV vkSj VªSd foQyrk ;k cksÇcx] ysoy Ø‚Çlx xsV dh fLFkfr ds ckjs esa tkudkjh nsrk gSA
jsyVsy }kjk miyCèk djk, x, v‚fIVdy Qkbcj dscy usVodZ ds tfj, usVoÉdx ds lHkh LVs'kuksa] baVjehfM,V Cy‚d LVs'ku
¼vkÃch,l½ èkheh xfr ls MsVk] Çyd foQyrk ij usVodZ }kjk tksM+k tkrk gS A pSuy dh foQyrk ds :i esa vke leL;k dk
lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA ;gk¡ ij vks,Qlh usVodZ dh fufgr leL;k,¡] MsVky‚xj ds lqpk# ¼vkjvkjvkÃ@ihvkÃ½ lapkyu dk
lekèkku çLrqr fd;k x;k gSA lHkh u, fjys baVjy‚Çdx] ÃvkÃ çfr"Bkuksa ds fy, MkVky‚xj dh vfuok;Zrk gS vkSj ;g Hkh lHkh
ekStwnk ihvkÃ @ vkjvkjvkÃ esa miyCèk djkus ds fy, flQkfj'k dh gS A
Abstract : Datalogger is the black box of for trains operation in Indian Railways and vital instrument maintained by
Department of Signal and Telecommunication. It gives both online (real time) and ofﬂine record of events of
trackside gears and other activities of train movements while running on the track like Signal passed at danger
over speeding of train , signal , point and track failure or bobbing, Level Crossing Gate opened or closed correctly
against road trafﬁc. All the instruments are installed at wayside stations, Intermediate Block station(IBS),
networked through Optical ﬁber cable network provided by Railtel .The common problem faced as channel failure
slow data, link failure. This paper presents inherent problems of OFC network and feasible solution to the problem
for smooth functioning of data logger network.To increase the line capacity, mechanical signalling equipments are
upgraded to PI /RRI or EI.
Keywords : RTU(Remote Terminal Unit), PI(Panel Interlocking), RRI(Route Relay Interlocking) SPAD(Signal Passing At Danger)

1.0

digital inputs and the data belongs to voltage
levels / currents is considered as Analog inputs.
Datalogger's are mandatory for all new relay
interlocking (PI/RRI) , EI installations and it is also
recommended to provide in all existing PIs / RRIs.
To increase the line capacity, mechanical
signalling equipments are upgraded to PI /RRI or
EI. Due to complexity in the circuits and wiring
sometimes it is very difﬁcult to rectify the failures.
So datalogger can monitor these systems with real
time clock. Thus, it can be namedas black box of
S&T equipments and hence it is a vital tool for
accident investigation.

Introduction

Datalogger is a Microprocessor based
system, which helps in analyzing the failures of
relay inter locking system / Electronic Interlocking
system. This is like a black box, which stores all the
information regarding the changes take place in
relays , AC / DC Voltages and DC currents along
with date and time. The same information / data
can be transferred to the computer to analyze
further “on line" / “off line” analysis of stored date. A
print out also can be obtained through a printer by
connecting directly to the data logger unit. The
data belongs to Relay contacts is considered as

8
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Datalogger is used at Stations / yards.
Whereas in case of Auto Section & IBH Mini
dataloggers, called as Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU), are used.
2.0

with RRI systems and is optional for PI systems as
per amendment to the speciﬁcation for Relay
Interlocking systems ( IRS/S-36 ). Communications
is more than 50m then line drivers shall be used
and 4wire leased line Modems shall be used if the
serial communication is more than 3 Kms.

Advantages of Dataloggers

(a) Data loggers helps in monitoring the typical
failures such as intermittent, auto right failures. It
helps in analyzing the cause of the accidents. It
helps in detecting the human failures / errors such
as :(i) Drivers passing signal at Danger.(ii)
Operational mistakes done by panel operators /
ASM's of operating department.(iii) Signal and
telecom engineering interferences in safety
circuits.(iv) Engineering and electrical department
interferences / failures.(v) It helps as a “TOOL” in
preventive maintenance of signaling gears.

4.0 Study of Efftronics Datalogger (irs: S99/2006)
4.1

4.2

CPU card .

(b)

Digital and Analog input cards.

(c)

Local terminal.(PC).

(d)

Communication links.

(e)

Printer.

Hardware (Equipment)

Datalogger system consists of:
(a)

Datalogger
(CPU - with Microprocessor 68000)

Common Equipment
(a)

Technical Details

24V / 12VDC Power Supply, Total Storage
Capacity of 10 Lakh events., In-built Temperature
sensors, Internal Buzzer for alarming during
failures. Real Time clock with internal battery
backup with data retention up to 10 years,512 LED
matrix to indicate the status of 512 Digital inputs at
a time page wise., Seven segment LCD screen
(2x24) to display the status of digital/analog
signals, Time, Temperature etc., Using the
keyboard, various functions can be viewed in the
LCD panel, Max Digital Inputs 4096, Max Analog
Inputs 96.,Digital Input Scanning Time 16
millisecond, Analog Input Scanning Time is less
than 1 Sec.

(b) Dataloggers can be connected in network.
Networked dataloggers helps to monitor the
PI/RRI/EI remotely, Failure reports can be
generated remotely with help of datalogger
network, On line and Off line track simulation is
possible, Speed of the train on point zones can be
calculated, Age of the equipment in terms of
number of operations. etc. The data collected by
the datalogger can be used for failure analysis,
repetitive discrepancies, and RDSO speciﬁcation
for Datalogger is IRS:S-99/2006. As on date
maximum number of dataloggers are provided in
Indian Railways are M/s Efftronics make.
3.0
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4.3

(b)

Digital input cards.

(c)

Dual modem card.

(d)

Digital Scanner units (DSU)

(e)

Analog Scanner units (ASU)

CPU Card

It is provided with Motorola microprocessor
M 68000. It performs all the activities separating to
the datalogger. It continuously scans digital
signals (Relay operations) for every 16-milli
seconds and scanning of analog signals (i.e.
AC/DC voltages & DC currents) for less than 1
second. This card will support the I/O interfaces of
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) - 2X24alphanumeric,
Key Board, LED Matrix Display, Real Time Clock.
LCD display and keyboard: A total of minimum 10

All the dataloggers requires a potential free
(spare) relay contact for monitoring digital inputs
through Digital input cards & for monitoring Analog
inputs such AC/DC bus bar voltage levels through
Analog input cards. Digital and Analog inputs are
connected to the Processor card. Processor card
consists of memory IC's. Memory IC's are
programmed as per requirement of the signal
engineers. Provision of Dataloggers is mandatory
9
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Lac events can be stored in memory on ﬁrst in ﬁrst
out basis so that latest data is available in the
system. There is no loss of data from datalogger
memory in case of power supply failure of
datalogger.
4.4

Interlocking system, Integrated Power Supply
system etc.
4.9

These relays provided in the system where
16 number of the Relay contacts are provided on
the rear panel through Tele control port to extend
alarms and to control the power equipment from
remote or local locations through computer in
case of any occurrence of failures. Each control
can sink or source 100 m. amps of current.

Digital Input Cards (in-built)

This system is having maximum 8 nos. of
inbuilt Digital inputs cards. Maximum 64 nos. of
digital inputs can be connected to each digital
input card. The potential free relay contact, may be
front or back contact, terminated at the Tag Block
from the relay of signals, tracks, points, Buttons
etc. and are subsequently connected to Digital
input cards through Flat Ribbon Cable(FRC)
connectors. These in-built digital input cards can
monitor a total 512 nos. of relays status.
4.5

4.10 Internal Modem Card / Dual Modem Card
(in-built)
It is ﬁxed in datalogger Euro rack itself. One
card contains two modems. The top modem is
called ANS (answer) modem and the bottom
modem is called as ORG (originate) modem. It is
used in case of networking of Dataloggers. In
network, connect 'ANS' modem to the 'ORG'
modem of one adjacent station and connect 'ORG'
modem to the 'ANS' modem of other adjacent station.

Digital Scanner Unit (DSU)

Each DSU contains 8 nos. of Digital Input
cards. Each input card can be connected with 64
inputs. Total input capacity of DSU unit is 512
inputs. These scanner cards contain Opto
couplers and Multiplexer. Inputs are connected to
Stag card. The stag card out put is connected to
DSU through FRC connectors. Maximum 7 nos. of
DSUs can be connected to the system. So, Digital
input capacity of the system is 4096. All these
digital inputs are scanned at rate of 16 m.sec.
4.6

4.11 Power Supply
Normally 24V DC (12V DC is optional)
supply with battery backup is required for the
system working. Input Voltage Range 18V…32V
DC (For 24V) 9V…18V DC (For 12V)
4.12 Input Requirements
Relay inputs (digital inputs) and analog
inputs (voltages, currents etc.,) are required to be
connected to the system as per the requirements
of RRI / PI / SSI as the case may be. Some of the
inputs to be monitored is given below:

Analog Scanner Unit (ASU)

ASU contains maximum 3 nos. of Analog
input cards. Each input card can be connected
with 8nos. of Analog inputs. Total input capacity of
the ASU is 24 analog input channels. Maximum
4nos. of ASUs can be connected to the system.
Analog input channel capacity of the system is 96.
All these analog inputs are scanned at a rate of
less than 1 sec.
4.7

External non-vital Relay Contacts

(a)

Digital Inputs

Parallel Port

(i) Field inputs: All TPRs, NWKRs, RWKRs,
ECRs, Crank Handle relays, Siding,Slot, LC gate
control relays etc.,(ii) Control Panel inputs: All
button / Knob, SM's Key relays.

Parallel port is provided for connecting printer.

(iii)

Internal Relays

British System: All HR, DR, HHR, WNR, WRR,
ASR, UCR, RR, LR, UYR,TLSR, TRSR, TSR,
JSLR, JR, etc.,

4.8 RS-232 Serial Ports : At least 6 Serial
c o m m u n i c a t i o n p o r t s a r e p r o v i d e d fo r
communication with other dataloggers, Central
Monitoring Unit, Remote Terminal Unit, Electronic
10
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technology. The data of Remote Panel stations

SIEMENS System: Z1UR, Z1UR1, GZR,
ZDUCR, ZU(R)R, ZU(N)PR,G(R)R, G(N)R,
U(R)S, U(N)PS, UDKR, DUCR, U(R)LR, UYR1,
UYR2, G(R)LR, GR1, GR2, GR3, GR4,
OVZ2U(R)R, W(R/N)R, (R/N)WLR, Z1NWR,
Z1RWR, Z1WR1. WKR1, WKR2, WKR3, etc.,
(b)

Analog Channels

(i)

230 V AC (for power supplies in the power
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can be viewed in a Computer at the Central
Monitoring Station. The data of the network is
collected by the FEP (Front End Processor),which
in turn is transmitted to the computer
Components of Network Management of
Dataloggers :

p a n e l ) , 1 1 0 V AC ( fo r S i g n a l a n d Tr a c k

(a)

Datalogger at stations.

(b)

MODEM and Transmission medium

24V DC (for Block, Axle counters), 12V DC (for

(c)

Front End Processor (FEP)

indication)20A (for point operation current),1.0V

(d)

Central Monitoring Unit (CMU) /

transformers), 110V DC (for Point operation) 60V
DC (Siemens relays), 24V DC (Q-series relays),

AC, 5KHz (for Axle counter channels), etc.

Computer

4.13 Software Modules of Dataloggers
(a)

5.1

Network Management of Dataloggers

FEP (Front End Processor)
FEP acts as a buffer between the Central

(NMDL).(b) Reports.(c) Fault Entry.(d) Track

Monitoring Unit (Computer) and the Network. It is

Ofﬂine Simulation.(e) Train Charting.

provided at centralised place to retrieve data

4.14 NMDL Software Features

continuously from station dataloggers and store in

(a)

Online Relay Status

memory and transfer to computer on request. It

(b)

Online Faults - To view information of

stores 10 Lac telegrams. It works on 12V DC. It

various Online Faults, as they occur in the

draws 1.6A continuous current when all the three

stations where the Dataloggers are

modems are connected. Normally it shows the

connected.

number of packets pending, to be sent to the

Online Simulation - Graphical view of relay

computer, on its7-segment LED display. It is

operations, train movements, etc.

provided with MOTOROLA 68000 microprocessor.

Remote monitoring of stations with the help

It has 6-nos. of RS-232 communication ports for

of NETWORKING.

networking.

(c)

(d)

4.15 Software Objectives

5.2

Data Transmission

(a)

Predictive Maintenance.

(b)

Easy identiﬁcation of failures.

directional Mode or Bi-directional Mode or

(c)

Crew discipline.

T - Network Mode. In case of loss of data,

(d)

Train charting.

5.0

Remote Monitoring of Stations with

Dataloggers can be networked in Uni-

retransmission of data takes place.
(a)

Uni-Directional Mode
Each Datalogger will send data in only one

Networking of Dataloggers

direction to the FEP. Unidirectional mode network

The individual Dataloggers of various

is not preferred.

stations can be interconnected through networking
11
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(b)

Bi-Directional Mode

(c)

Each end of Network is connected to FEP
and each datalogger can now transmit data in both
the directions. Bi-directional Mode is advantageous,
it enablesthe Data Transmission even in case of
Network Failure.

5.3

If more no. of stations are in network i.e. if the
network is too lengthy thenT- network mode is
preferred.

Communication

(b)

External Modems

These are generally used at FEP (Front End
Processor) side to connect the Dataloggers.

The communication protocol for transmitting
data and command between datalogger and CMU
is standardized by the RDSO and is given in the
Speciﬁcations of Dataloggers.
(a) The type of communication used in the
network is dependent on the distance between the
dataloggers.
(b) For shorter distances, Opto Converter BoxOpto isolated current loopcommunication is used.
(c) For longer distances, Modem (Dial-up /
leased) / Fiber Optic / Satellite / Microwave
communication.
5.4

T - Network Mode

(i)
To transfer Data from one datalogger to
another datalogger / FEP Baud rate is 9600bps.
(ii) These modems are 4-wire line communication.
5.5

Central Monitoring Unit (CMU) / Computer

Central monitoring unit (Fault Analysis Unit)
is a Personal Computer and its minimum
conﬁguration shall be speciﬁed by RDSO from
time to time. System Software Windows
XP/Vista(OS), Norton/ Kaspersky (Anti Virus),
Interbase where Server is not available (DBMS),
Oracle where Server is available (DBMS) software
are required to run Datalogger System. It
isprovided with Graphical User interface (GUI)
based software and retrieve data from all
Networked dataloggers (up to 32) at various
stations. It stores data in standard data base ﬁles.
The CMU is capable of analyzing the data and
generate reports, audiovisual alarms on deﬁned
conditions. This data can be compressed to take
back up. In central monitoring unit Software, used
for analysis of data, prediction of faults etc., is
written in a structured format so that purchaser
can reconﬁgure it, if required. It displays the status
of signaling gears at any selected time in graphic
form for any selected station yard. It retrieves the
stored data & simulates train movement. It sends

Modems

Modems are used for DATA transfer
between Dataloggers and Front End Processor.
These are conﬁgured to RS 232 Ser ial
Communication. Network is connected with two
types of 4-wire modems:
(a) Internal Modem Card / Dual Modem Card
(in-built): It is ﬁxed in datalogger Euro rack itself.
One card contains two modems. The top modem is
called ANS (answer) modem and the bottom
modem is called as ORG(originate) modem:In
case of networking of Dataloggers, connect 'ANS'
modem to the 'ORG' modem of one adjacent
station and connect 'ORG' modem to the 'ANS'
modem of other adjacent station.
12
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commands to various Data loggers to activate
audio, visual alarm or operate and electromagnetic
relay. CMU shares data available in it by other PCs
through available local area network where this
data can be used for train charting / passenger
information purpose. The system generates
audiovisual alarm in ASM's/Signal Maintainer's
room in the case of power supply failure (battery
voltage low) or battery charger defective with
acknowledge ment facility.
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in turn communicate with data logger in relay room
to generate suitable data which will further
highlighted at Divisional HQ NMDL through popup screen. In this way measurements of track
circuit parameters will be available at any given
time which will improve Track Circuit maintenance.
7.0

Surge and Lighting Protection

Earthing of screen and armour of the quad
cable to earth by soldering. Main cable termination
shall be done by Soldering / crimping / Wago
terminal - Avoid ARA terminal. Tail cable
intermediate terminations - by Soldering only Avoid ARA terminal.

The CMU is capable of generating following
additional exception reports:
(a) Emergency cancellation of route.(b) Panel
failure due to power failure.(c) Late start of a train
(train operation). (d) Late operation of signals with
respect to local trains (train operation).(e) Route
failure online indication with analysis of the stage
at which it had failed.(f) Non-signal movement
(train operation).(g) Total on time of lamp (to
assess working life of signal lamp).(h) Total
number of operations of the relay (to assess life if
relay).(i) Emergency Point operation.(j) Emergency
Route release.(k) Emergency Sub Route Release.
(l) Overlap release.(m) Emergency Crank Handle
release. (n) Calling on operations. (o) Slot operation.
(p) Historical relay of events in a yard in graphical
manner.(q) Circuit progression. Railway shall
provide logic for the same.(r) Any other exception
report. Dataloggers of all stations send status report
to the central monitoring unit and audiovisual alarm
generated for the fault/alarm condition.

Extend Earth to Data logger's surge &
lighting protection equipment i. e. GDT provided at
the TX , RX cable connections to modem. Ensure
Processor card chassis is connected to the data
logger frame - which in turn is connected to earth ,
Extend clean power (class B protected) to the
charger -- Where feasible extend 24 V from IPS
and remove the charger.
8.0

Conclusion

T h e r ev i e w p a p e r d e s c r i b e s v i t a l
components and their maintenance during failure.
Also gives intrinsic idea of data handling
procedures. I hope it will throw a light to
understand Datalogger's day to day activities
amongst technicians working in test room and in
open line as well.

6.0 Use of Data Loggers for Preventive
Maintenance
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SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR DESIGN OF VARIOUS
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lkjka'k % lkexzh p;u fdlh Hkh bathfu;Çjx ?kVd ds fMtkbu esa egRoiw.kZ pj.kksa esa ls ,d gSA Hkkjrh; jsyos ns'k dk çeq[k
VªkaliksVZj gSa] ,d foLr`r Vªsu baftu ds fy, f'kdats ysdj cgqr lkjs bathfu;Çjx ?kVd dk mi;ksx djrk gSA blfy, jsyos
vkosnu ds fy, lkefxz;ksa dk p;u ,d cgqr gh dfBu dk;Z gS vkSj fofHkUu bathfu;Çjx lkefxz;ksa] muds Qk;ns] mudh lhek vkSj
vuqç;ksxksa ds xq.kksa ij foLr`r Kku dh vko';drk gSA fofHkUu rduhdh&vkÆFkd dkjd lkexzh p;u çfØ;k dks çHkkfor djrs
gSaA bl ys[k dk mís'; Hkkjrh; jsy esa dksp fuekZ.k esa mi;ksx dh tkus okyh fofHkUu lkefxz;ksa dks laf{kIr ifjp; nsuk gSA
Abstract: Material selection is one of the important stages in design of any Engineering component. Indian
Railways being a major transporter of the country uses wide range of Engineering components ranging screws to
a complete Train Engine. Hence selecting materials for railway application is a very tedious operation and requires
wide range of knowledge on properties of different engineering materials , their advantages, their limitation and
applications. Various techno-economic factors inﬂuence the material selection process. This article aims at
providing a brief introduction to the various materials used in Indian Railways in coach manufacturing.

1.0

usually superior in properties to mild steel cannot
be used in places where excessive forming and
welding is involved owing to their poor weldability
and formability.

Introduction

Indian Railways runs around 11,000 trains
each day out of which 7000 are passenger trains,
carrying men and materials across every stretch of
the country. Safety of the passenger is of
paramount importance, even the smallest error
may lay to unexpected incidents. Material
selection is one of the prime elements in ensuring
the safety of the train travel.

2.0 Techno-Economic Factors Affecting
Material Selection
Various techno-economic factors affect the
selection of material. The material engineer has to
consider all the techno-economic factors and the
requirements have to be carefully studied before
arriving at a decision matrix before ﬁnalizing the
material for particular application. The below list is
only indicative and not exhaustive.

Railway uses wide range of materials from
metallic materials like conventional mild steel,
special alloy steels, stainless steels, cast irons,
aluminium alloys, copper alloys, etc., to nonmetallic items like various synthetic and natural
rubbers, compreg, upholstery, PVC ﬂooring
sheets, NFTC, etc. Each class of materials has its
own merits and ﬁeld of application. Although some
material may appear superior may not be suitable
for speciﬁc application for which the material is
unworthy. For example high alloy steels which are
14

A.

Material Properties

B.

Method of manufacturing

C.

Cost of material

D.

Cost of manufacturing

E.

Availability of material
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F.

Life expectancy of the material during
service(Fatigue, Creep resistance)

G.

Ser vice conditions and ser vice
environment

H.

Additional cost for protecting the
component (like coatings, paints, etc.)

I.
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with symbol plus (+), minus (-), or neutral (N)
against speciﬁc techno-economic parameter
based on their superiority or inferiority in particular
criteria. All the positives and negatives of the
material are summed and a ﬁnal decision is
arrived.
In order to understand better about the
decision matrix, a sample decision matrix is
discussed here for selection of side wall for LHB
coaches, with simple techno-economic parameters
for same thickness.

Impact of material on Environment
(recyclability, bio-degradability)

3.0 Decision Matrix Method for Material
Selection

From the above decision matrix we can
clearly agree that SS 409M, Ferritic stainless steel
is the most optimum material for the required
service. Although SS 304 has superior corrosion
resistance, the same is not essential for normal
atmospheric corrosion and it will only increase the
cost, without any additional beneﬁts.

A decision matrix is a simple tool, yet very
effective in selecting materials for particular
applications. All the techno-economical
requirements of particular part is listed in chart
against the various alternative materials available
for particular application. Each material is marked

Table 1. Decision matrix for side wall material selection for LHB coaches.

Similar kind of decision matrix can be
extended to selecting any item and including all
necessary criteria in the matrix.
4.0

Metallic Materials Used in IR

4.1

Mild Steel

bearing structures with decent fracture strength in
the range of 400-500 MPa.
4.2

Corrosion Resistant Steels

This class material provides mild to
moderate protection against corrosion without any
compromise on load bearing properties. It
contains small additions of copper, chromium (in
grades like S355J2W) and sometimes phosphorus
(CORTEN steel to IRS-M41). The weldability and
other mechanical properties are comparable with
that of mild steel.

Mild steel being the most common material
used in Railways owing to its excellent formability
and weldability properties. It doesn't contain any
alloying elements other the carbon, hence the
cheapest and readily available in market. It is
primarily used in structural application and load
15
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4.3

corrosion resistance. However the limitation of
aluminium alloys is the lower hardness and also
higher cost compared to steels. They are either
available in both cast and rolled product form.

Stainless Steels

Stainless steels are famous class of
materials known for their excellent corrosion
resistance. Owing to the self-repairing ﬁlm of
Chromium oxide formed on the surface of the
stainless steels, the oxidation of iron is prevented.
Steels with minimum 12% Chromium are said to
be stainless. Stainless steels are not completely
immune to corrosion, certain service conditions or
manufacturing methods deteriorates the ability of
stainless steels to combat corrosion. They are
classiﬁed as either Ferritic (SS 409, 409M),
Austenitic (SS 304, 316), and Martensitic (SS 410)
based on their alloy content and ﬁnal phases
present in the system.

Different varieties of rubbers are used in
Indian Railways for various parts. Each type of
rubber has its own distinctive properties which can
be utilized based on the ﬁnal application for which
the rubber is used. They may be Natural or
synthetic (Styrene-Butadiene, AcrylonitrileButadiene, EPDM, Etc.,)

4.4

5.2

Alloy Steels

Several Alloy steels are used in the railways
with different alloying additions like Chromium,
Molybdenum, Vanadium, Manganese, Nickel,
Titanium, etc. Each alloying additions have
speciﬁc role in imparting necessary property in
steel. Effect of each alloying element may require
a separate article and currently not in scope of this
discussion. However common alloy steels used in
IR will be discussed.
4.5

Non-Metallic Materials Used in IR

5.1

Rubber

Fiber Reinforced Polymers

These are the new class of materials in ﬁeld
of Engineering and are growing at a very rapid
rate. They combine the beneﬁcial properties
polymers and synthetic(glass wool)/ Natural ﬁbers
and are tailor-made based on the requirement of
the parts.
Other Non-metallic items include, Compreg,
Recron, Rexene/Upholstery, PVC ﬂooring Sheet,
etc.

Cast Irons

Cast Irons are also essentially Iron-Carbon
alloy, except the fact that the carbon in cast iron
exist as Graphite (free form) rather than in
combined state. Based on the morphology of the
Graphite, their properties vary. They are easy to
cast and hence cheaper than cast steels.
4.6

5.0

6.0

Conclusion

Material selection is a very critical and
important stage in design of components.
Although the entire material selection for Railways
could not be covered in a single article, a general
principle of material selection with a model
decision matrix and most common items in railway
coaches are discussed.

Aluminium Alloys

Aluminium alloys are very light weight alloys with
very high strength to weight ratio and excellent

Table 2. Materials used in IR and their applications
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chloride (pvc) ﬂooring for use in coaching
stock.
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“5S” -- WORKPLACE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Shashi Kiran
Dy. Chief Environment & Housekeeping Manager
NWR, Jaipur

lkjka'k % ^dk;ZLFky laxBu iz.kkyh* dk uke ^^Qkbo ,l** gS ftlesa ikap tkikuh 'kCnksa% lhjh] lhVu] lhlks] lhdsRlw rFkk 'khrlwds
dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA bl 'kCn dks tkikuh ls ^^iquxZBu] LoPNrk] lQ+kbZ] ekudhdj.k rFkk vuq'kklu** ds :Ik esa vuqokn
fd;k tk ldrk gSA dqN DokVZlZ esa ^Qkbo ,l* ^flDl ,l* gks x;k gS ftlesa NBoka 'kCn ^lqj{kk* gSA ;s 'kCn ;g crkrs gSa fd
mi;ksx fd, x, inkFkksZa dks igpkudj rFkk HkaMkj.k djds] {ks= rFkk inkFkksZa@oLrqvksa dks O;ofLFkr djds ,oa ubZ O;oLFkk
cukdj n{krk ,oa izHkkodkfjrk ds fy, fdlh dk;Z{ks= dks dSls O;ofLFkr fd;k tk,A ekudhdj.k ds ckjs esa fu.kZ; ysus dh
izfdz;k lkekU;r% laokn ls feyrh gS tks deZpkfj;ksa esa ;g le> mRiUu djrh gS fd mUgsa dk;Z dSls djuk pkfg,A mRrj if'pe
jsyos ds fy, ;g g"kZ dk fo"k; gS fd bldh 12 ¼ckjg½ bdkbZ;ksa vFkkZr lHkh pkjksa dkj[kkus] i;Zos{kd izf'k{k.k dsUnz@vtesj]
Mhvkj,e vkWfQl vtesj] chdkusj] t;iqj rFkk tks/kiqj] chthdsVh rFkk vkcw jksM Mhty 'ksM ,oa dksfpax fMiks enkj us ^Qkbo
,l* dk izek.k&i= izkIr dj fy;k gS rFkk N% ¼06½ vkSj bdkbZ;ka 'kh?kz izek.k&i= izkIr djus okyh gSaA
Abstract : "Five S" is the name of a 'workplace organization method' that uses a list of ﬁve Japanese words : Seiri,
Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu and Shitsuke. The terms can be translated from the Japanese as " Reorganization,
Neatness, Cleaning, Standardization and Discipline". In Some quarters, 5S has become 6S, the sixth element being
'safety'. The terms describe how to organize a work space for efﬁciency and effectiveness by identifying and storing
the items used, maintaining the area and items, and sustaining the new order. The decision-making process usually
comes from a dialogue about standardization, which builds understanding among employees of how they should do
the work. It is a matter of pleasure for North Western Railway that its twelve (12) units viz. all four workshops,
supervisor's Training Centre/Ajmer, DRM ofﬁce Ajmer, Bikaner, Jaipur & Jodhpur, BGKT & ABU Road diesel Sheds
and Coaching depot Madar have achieved 5S certiﬁcation and Six (06) more units are striving to achieve the
certiﬁcation soon.

1.0

newly introduced methods and they tend to
behave strange.

Introduction

Achievement of Total Quality Management
has been an issue of prime importance by most of
the organizations which enable them to play
globally. There are so many advance concepts
right from basic QMS, EMS, OHSAS and IMS
achieve it and all the systems aim for overall
improvement of the organization. It includes
development of quality products, adoption of
safety features, employing environmental
regulations and well being of the employees.
Needless to say, top management applies these
systems in the organization without realizing the
readiness of a simple worker for the new ideas.
There is always unwillingness among staff for the

There has always been the requirement of a
system which may associate each and every
employee in an undetachable manner and accept
it whole heartedly.
2.0

Workplace Management System

Workplace Management System popularly
known as “5S” is a new management philosophy
to which employees hang on for the simple reason;
the concept affects their day to day life at
workplace where they spend majority of the time.
The punch line of this system is “everything in
place and place for everything”. The improved
18
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practices under this concept bring attitudinal
changes also which ultimately make their living
style joyful even at home.
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and Discipline". Each of 5S words is simple
enough in itself yet has a depth of meaning and
signiﬁcance for the workplace. The 5S activities
are actions that people take and things that people
do. It is an idea by introducing which the culture of
management of work place can be totally
changed.

This system uses a list of ﬁve Japanese
words: Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu and Shitsuke.
The terms can be translated from the Japanese as
"Reorganization, Neatness, Cleaning, Standardization

Standard Practices of 5S for housekeeping of work place

Standard Practices of 5S for housekeeping of work place

Realizing its importance, an eight day

Experts from M/s Quality circle forum of
India (QCFI) were invited to guide the candidates
and stressed the need of adopting this philosophy.
Total 87 ofﬁcers & staff from all the ﬁeld units
participated in this programme and divided among
16 groups. Each group was given various tasks
and home work to realize the methodology and

“trainers training programme” of development of
quality trainers for implementation of “Five S”, over
entire North western Railway was organized at HQ
ofﬁce, NWR in four phases from 15th Jan to 26th
Feb.
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train themselves as trainers to apply the same in
their respective ﬁelds. During the session, one day
ﬁeld visit was also organized so that participants

may derive visual delight out of implementation of
Five S at a workplace.

Participants attending “5S” session

Illustrating Pillars of 5S

A test was conducted in ﬁnal session to
check the efﬁcacy of knowledge achieved by
participants to become future trainers and
evaluated. Valedictory function was organized on
the last day of training sessions i.e. on 26th Feb'18
and certiﬁcates were awarded accordingly. The
trainers were adjudged as “Par Excellence,
Excellent and Distinguished. Trainers were guided
about need of “5S” in day to day life and its
adoption in workplaces for better efﬁciency.

The training programme was a great
success with the wholehearted participation of
ofﬁcers & staff and it is hoped that 5S
Management philosophy will be disseminated by
participants in their ﬁelds to serve the very
purpose. Presently, ﬁve (05) units of NWR have
achieved 5S certiﬁcation (all four workshops and
supervisor's Training Centre/Ajmer) and 14 more
units viz. administrative ofﬁces, training institutes,
diesel sheds, colonies, stations are striving to
achieve the certiﬁcation soon.

˜˜˜
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